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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
In the manuscript entitled “SKELETAL MUSCLE METASTASIS FROM COLORECTAL ADENOCARCINOMA: A LITERATURE REVIEW” authors have tried to present an interesting phenomenon that skeletal muscle metastasis from colorectal adenocarcinomas is a rare complication due to under-reporting. Early use of advanced imaging techniques like FDG-PET and a high index of clinical suspicion may increase the reporting. I have some minor comments to the text. 1. The writing is poor. Many of the formats are quite non-standard which is a serious problem in this article. Even taking into consideration that the writer is not a native English speaker, the wording throughout convolutes the messages they are trying to convey. For example, a. “Colorectal adenocarcinoma is the 3rd most common cancer in men and the 2nd most common cancer in women globally. It accounts for 10.7% of all new cancers and almost 10% of all cancer related deaths.” b. “Colorectal cancer is the third most common cancer in men and the 2nd most commonest cancer in women. There were at least 1.8 million new cases in the world in 2018. These account for more than 10.7% of all cancers.” c. “Inspite of this, the incidence of metastasis to skeletal muscles from all forms of cancers is extremely low.” 2. When an abbreviation is first mentioned in the text, its full name should also be attached. For example, FDG-PET, PRISMA… 3. In this article, the author drew a graph without illustrations, but it is necessary. 4. “The initial search yielded 138 eligible studies. 29 of these studies were eligible for inclusion in our review. These studies covered a total of 30 patients.” Detailed characteristics of the studies are shown in table 2.” Is the small amount of data and limited coverage reflecting the clinical value of this study? 5. The article is too small to provide a clear understanding of skeletal muscle metastasis from colorectal adenocarcinomas, such as
their clinical presentation and prognosis. Nor does it go into detail about what ancillary tests are available and their significance for the early detection and diagnosis of skeletal muscle metastasis. Besides, the necessity and advanced nature of this research cannot be seen in this article. To make article more interesting, authors could write more about the analysis of the research and the clinical value of this article.